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Abstract—One of the design challenges for the emerging 3D
ICs is the power integrity. With multiple dies stacked vertically,
the voltage droop may result in severe power integrity issues. In
this paper, we first analyze the impact of application behaviors
on voltage droop in a 3D power supply network (PDN) and
observe that voltage droop is extremely imbalanced either across
different layers or among the cores in the same layer. Based on
the observation, we propose Swimming Lane, a hardware/software
co-design method with two key schemes: (1) Mitigating the
interference among different dies via a layer-independent scheme,
and (2) balancing the intra-layer voltage droop and reducing the
worst-case margin via OS scheduling. Compared to conventional
designs, our method can reduce power consumption by 18%,
worst-case voltage droops by 13%, and the number of voltage
violations by 40%.

I. INTRODUCTION

The integration of multiple cores on a single die is expect-
ed to accentuate the already daunting memory-bandwidth
problem. Supplying enough data to a many-core chip will
become a major challenge for performance scalability.
Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) are attractive
options for overcoming the barriers in interconnect scaling,
thereby offering an opportunity to continue performance
improvements using CMOS technology. Consequently, 3D
integration is envisioned as a solution for future multi-core
design to mitigate the interconnect crisis and the memory
wall problem [1]. One of the design challenges for the
emerging 3D ICs is the power integrity. With multiple dies
stacked vertically, the voltage droop may result in severe
power integrity issues, due to imperfect parasitic impedance
of the power delivery network (PDN) and current fluctuation
of circuits [10]. Compared to 2D chips, 3D chips have higher
device density, with multiple dies connected vertically via
through-silicon-vias (TSVs), which makes power delivery
more challenging due to larger load current and longer power
delivery paths [6].

Prior works focused on the impact of physical design
[7][8] and the floorplan [9] on voltage droop in 3D PDN
and observed that increasing decoupling capacitance or TSV
density alleviates voltage droops [10]. Nevertheless, it incurs
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large area overhead to place many TSVs and on-chip decou-
pling capacitors to overcome the power integrity issue. In
addition, decoupling capacitors should be placed next to the
active circuits [5] to reduce the voltage noises effectively.
Hence, a static solution may not be efficient because the
status of the circuits changes dynamically.

In this paper, we study the voltage droop issues in the
context of 3D multi-core design where multi-thread appli-
cations are distributed to different cores at different layers
of a 3D stacked chip. We first analyze the causes of voltage
droop from two different perspectives, application behavior
and thread distribution, and observe significant temporal and
spatial variations in voltage droop for 3D multicore archi-
tecture: (1) temporal variations: The amplitude of voltage
droop varies significantly during the program execution. For
example, the worst-case voltage droop is almost four times
larger than the average case during the execution of the
same application; (2) spatial variations: The voltage droop
within a layer and across layers also vary significantly. Such
observations imply that allocating a conservative margin
for the worst case is not efficient due to significant spatial
and temporal variations in voltage droop. In addition, there
are three key observations motivating our thread-mapping
strategy: 1. Leveraging thread diversity can eliminate large
voltage droop by avoiding destructive horizontal interfer-
ences among cores. 2. The top layer (i.e. Die 4 in Fig. 1)
always has larger voltage droop than the remaining layers;
in addition, the vertical interaction exerts more influence on
voltage droop than horizontal resonance; 3. The placement
of voltage-violent threads is critical to the amplitude of
worst-case voltage droop.

In viewing this phenomenon, we come up with a compos-
ite approach: Swimming Lane, which allocates an exclusive
independent frequency domain, or “lane”, for every die of
chip. To improve the performance per layer by balancing
the intra-layer voltage droop, we propose an OS-scheduling
strategy to decide the threads, or “swimmers”, for each lane.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:

1) We analyze the impact of application behavior and find
that thread distribution cause significant spatial and
temporal variations in voltage droop in 3D PDN.

2) Based on the characteristics analysis, we propose an
OS-scheduling strategy to mitigate the worst-case volt-
age droops and smooth the differences of voltage
margins within one layer.

3) In viewing that voltage droops are asymmetrically
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distributed in different layers, we propose a layer-
independent design to alleviate the penalty for achiev-
ing failsafe operation under timing errors.

In the rest of the paper, Section II introduces the back-
ground of power delivery systems in 3D stacked chips and
the related work. Section III describes the simulation set-
up and analyzes the impact of thread behavior and thread
distribution on voltage droop in 3D chips, followed by the
elaboration of the proposed Swimming Lane design. Section
V compares the Swimming Lane with conventional designs
and shows the results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first give a brief introduction on power
delivery network in 3D stacked chips, and then describe
related work.

A. PDN in 3D stacked chips

The conceptual structure of 3D chips in flip-chip packag-
ing technology is illustrated in Fig. 1 [10]. In the figure, four
dies are stacked on top of the package substrate by micro-
connects. TSV is used for both electrical and power sig-
nals. Power is delivered from an off-chip voltage regulator,
through controlled-collapse-chip-connection (C4) bumps to
the bottom die (i.e. Die1 in Fig. 1), then to the upper dies
via PG TSV. Hence the power delivery path of each layer is
naturally different which causes different voltage droop level
at different layers.

The power delivery network consists of two parts: off-
chip paths and on-chip networks. The off-chip paths are
referred to the power delivery path from voltage source,
package to the chip. The on-chip network refers to the R(L)C
network inside the chip, consisting of parasitic resistance and
inductance in the delivery path, and decoupling capacitance
for eliminating the transient voltage noise. The running cores
are acting as current sources which fluctuate along with the
application execution. Such fluctuation would bring voltage
droop in the R(L)C circuit.

B. Related Work

Application behavior exerts significant influence on volt-
age droop. In 2D chips, clock-gating techniques – a wildly
used power-saving scheme in modern CPU products – stalls
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Fig. 2. Four-layer processor baseline and PDN model

or activates the pipeline upon micro-architectural events
such as branch mis-prediction, long latency operation, cache
misses or TLB misses. Previous work showed that such
changes of pipeline status incur current fluctuation within
a single core and cause voltage droop [23]. In multi-core
processors, interferences between adjacent cores are the
major causes of large voltage droop [24], especially when
the threads invoked by the same application have similar
current traces [16]. Cores sharing similar current traces
occasionally cause destructive interferences. In 3D chips,
interferences among cores are extended from the horizontal
plane to the vertical dimension, which is not considered in
the 3D circuitry design or 2D solutions. Hence, we analyze
the impact of thread distribution and application behaviors
in 3D PDN in the following section.

III. VOLTAGE DROOP CHARACTERISTICS IN 3D CHIPS

With 3D stacking, voltage of cores is affected by vertical
and horizontal interaction and the length of delivery path. In
this section, we first introduce the simulation setup for the
analysis of voltage droop characteristics, then analyze the
influences of application behavior and thread distributions
on voltage droops based on the experimental results, which
motivates the design of Swimming Lane.

We use SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [12] which covers
most computation and communication patterns as workload-
s. The full-system simulator GEMS and power model Wattch
[13] are used to estimate current traces. A 16-core processor
is simulated as the baseline, which has four layers with each
layer hosting four cores, shown in Fig. 2. The floorplan of
this processor is adopted from [22]. The core configuration is
listed in Table I. After obtaining current traces, the HSPICE
is used to simulate the voltage traces of each core. Fig. 2
depicts the PDN utilized in this paper. The off-chip model is
consistent with Xeon package information [18][19] and the
on-chip network of every layer is based on the multi-core
processors model in [19]. The resistance of TSV connecting
each layer is slightly larger than the bump resistance, as
mentioned in [4]: Rvia = 0.5 mohm [5]. The inductance
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TABLE I
CORE CONFIGURATION

Parameters Configuration
Clock Frequency 2.0 GHz
Fetch/Decode Width 4 instructions/cycle
Branch-Predictor Type 64 KB bimodal gshare/chooser,

1K entries
Reorder Buffer Size 128
Unified Load/Store Queue Size 64
Physical Register File 32-entry INT, 32-entry FP
INT ALU, INT Mul/Div, 4/2/4/2
FP ALU, FP Mul/Div
L1 Data Cache 16KB, 2-way, 32B line-size,

1-cycle latency
L1 Instruction Cache 16KB, 2-way, 32B line-size,

1-cycle latency
L2 Unified Cache 1MB, 4-way, 64B line-size,

16-cycle latency
I-TLB/D-TLB 64-entry, fully-associative

of a via is very small and can be neglected [3]. Based on
the experimental setup, we ran the simulations and have
following observations:
(1). Worst-case voltage droop is much more serious but
rarely occurs. The worst-case voltage droop is much more
serious than the average cases. Taking conocean and watersp
as examples, Fig. 3 shows the maximum and average voltage
droops by running 16 threads of each application for 1
million cycles. The amplitude of the worst-case droop is
almost three times greater than the average cases. However,
based on our experimental data, the probability of such a
large voltage droop (≤ -130 mv) is only 0.6%. Therefore, it
is inefficient to allocate margin conservatively for the worst
case.
(2). Thread diversity can mitigate destructive horizontal
interference. When eight conocean and waternsq threads are
running simultaneously in the chip, as shown in the “Mixed”
case of Fig. 3, the occurrences of the worst-case voltage
droop turn out to be much less than the previous two sce-
narios. This is mainly because of the interference among the
neighboring threads in the same plane. Threads with similar
switching activity introduce voltage resonance among the
active cores, which is referred as destructive interference.
When threads with diverse behaviors are arranged together,
the voltage-mild thread helps stabilize the voltage-violent
one. Such interaction can reduce the worst voltage droop and
is referred to as constructive interference. Threads invoked
by the same application often have similar power traces and
are highly likely to produce destructive interference. Thus,
the first two scenarios in Fig. 3 generate higher voltage
droop than the mixed scenario. Leveraging thread diversity
can eliminate large voltage droop by avoiding destructive
interference among cores.
(3). Vertical interference can be damaging. The third dimen-
sional interaction introduced in 3D chip is vertical voltage
interaction. Here, we use a simplified example to investigate
how vertical interaction and horizontal interference affect
voltage droop. Two types of synthetic current traces are
employed to generate voltage traces of each core. Thread
A represents voltage-mild thread, while thread B is voltage-
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violent with twice the sinusoidal amplitude of A. Different
thread-mapping strategies are depicted in Fig. 4. In scenario
(a), threads invoked by the same application are allocated
in the same vertical stack, while (b) illustrates a scenario in
which the most violent threads are arranged in the bottom
layers.

The corresponding voltage droops of the two scenarios are
shown in Fig. 5. C0 and C1 stand for the two cores in each
layer. The worst-case voltage droop in scenario (a) is 14%
larger than that in (b). It implies that the vertical interference
is more serious than the horizontal resonance effect and
would amplify the voltage droop. Meanwhile, scenario (a)
has larger intra-layer gap among cores than (b). The worst-
case voltage droop of C0 is 13% larger than C1, which
implies that vertical interference could potentially enlarge
the intra-layer imbalance.
(4). Violent threads arranged in top layer always hurt the
vertical neighbors. Scenario (b), (c), (d) and (e) are com-
pared to illustrate the influence of violent thread location on
voltage droop. The strategy in (c) in Fig. 4 is to place the
most violent threads in the topmost layer. Strategy in (d) is to
interleave voltage-violent and voltage-mild threads along the
vertical direction. The strategy in (e) is to interleave different
types of threads both in the horizontal and vertical directions.

As we can observe in Fig. 5, scenario (c) results in the
worst voltage droop among the four scheduling methods.
Scenario (b) outperforms other cases in terms of the worst-
case voltage droop. It implies that arranging violent threads
farther from the voltage source will cause larger voltage
droop. Even though scenario (e) tries to alleviate both hor-
izontal and vertical core resonance, the location of voltage-
violent threads exerts more impact on voltage droop, which
is considered as the first-order factor for thread-mapping.
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In summary, we can derive several implications from these
results:

1) There is a large gap between common-case and the
worst-case voltage droop. Hence it would be ineffi-
cient to allocate conservative voltage margin.

2) Thread diversity can mitigate destructive horizontal in-
terference. The voltage-mild threads can offer current
relief to voltage-violent threads.

3) Vertical interference is more serious than the horizon-
tal resonance. The vertical location of voltage-violent
threads exerts an important impact on voltage droop,
which is the dominant factor for thread scheduling.

These implications indicate that voltage margin is dis-
tributed unevenly during the execution. Both application
behavior and thread distribution affect voltage droops in
3D chips. Based on these observations, we first propose
a violent-first thread mapping strategy to alleviate voltage
droop effect, and then propose a hardware design to reduce
the margin gaps between and inside layers as well.

IV. VIOLENT-FIRST THREAD MAPPING STRATEGY

As shown in Fig. 5, diverse thread distributions have
different impacts on voltage droop. We aim to minimize
the worst-case voltage droop and the number of voltage
violations. To achieve these goals, we need to quantify the
voltage droop characteristics of each thread and develop an
algorithm to guide thread scheduling based on the predicted
threads’ voltage features.
Voltage feature characterization. Previous work used the
metric of intrinsic droop intensity (IDI) to indicate whether
a thread is voltage-violent or voltage-mild [16]. Voltage-
violent threads often have higher IDI, while voltage-mild
threads have lower IDI. They correlate relationship between
IDI and micro-architectural events, such as cache miss, TLB
miss and branch mis-prediction. We adopt this practice in
this paper, using an on-line predictor to estimate IDI of every
thread by capturing performance counter information.
Scheduling strategies. There are three guidelines for thread
scheduling: (1). Arrange the violent threads in the lower
layers, otherwise it will induce serious droop in the vertical
stack. (2). Cluster the threads with close IDI into one layer.
There are two advantages of doing this. First, it can mitigate
vertical interference. As mentioned in Section III.D, vertical
resonance can arouse larger voltage droop than horizontal

direction, so it is reasonable to put similar threads in the
same die instead of the same vertical stack. Second, it
smooths the intra-layer margin gap among cores. Since the
whole layer shares one frequency-monitoring and actuation
system, timing margin needs to tolerate the worst thread.
Therefore it is important to minimize inter-layer margin gap,
otherwise lots of margin would be wasted. (3). Place threads
of different applications in the neighborhood in every die.
This strategy reduces horizontal voltage resonance induced
by similar pipeline activities.

The detailed scheduling algorithm that determines the
location of each thread is shown as follows.

1) Estimate IDI of each thread according to micro-
architectural events of them. The detailed estimation
process is described in [16].

2) Sort threads in descending order in terms of IDI and
enqueue them. If multiple threads have the same IDI, a
round-robin algorithm is employed to choose threads
from different applications, so that threads from the
same application would not be arranged close to each
other.

3) Select the thread at the head of the queue and place it
in the idle core of the available bottom layer.

4) Check if the queue is empty. If not, go back to Step3.

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SWIMMING LANE

With the violent-thread first scheduling strategy, we fur-
ther develop a composite design to avoid wasting margin
that includes both hardware design and thread scheduling. It
equips the 3D chip with a power delivery system but multiple
frequency domains referred to as swimming lanes; every
layer can work at an individual frequency and be controlled
separately.

The hardware design of Swimming Lane is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Power is delivered from the bottom layer and goes
through the middle layers to the upper layers. Swimming
Lane equips every die with one monitor and actuation system
to isolate the effect of voltage droop within one die. As
analysis shown in Section III, the upper layers have larger
voltage droop than the other layers. The gap between the
worst cases of the bottom layer and the top layer can reach
30mv. As a result, the voltage violations in the upper layer
occur more frequent than in the lower layers. To reduce
failsafe penalties of timing errors, the layer-independent
design allows each layer to work at its appropriate frequency
and make adjustments or recovery locally without affecting
others. For example, when a core reduces the local frequency
to avoid a potential timing error, other layers will not be
interrupted and can continue full-speed execution.

To solve voltage violation issues, margin-monitor and
actuation mechanism are necessary. The output of critical-
path monitor (CPM) [21] indicates the timing margin of
the monitored critical paths. Timing delay is affected by
multiple factors: process, thermal, aging and voltage. The
thermal and aging influences are sluggish; thus, the transient
timing violations are related to voltage variation. Therefore,
transient variation of CPM can be interpreted as voltage
variation. We set the voltage margin for common cases
instead of the worst case to save power. Once CPM senses
voltage violation, the digital-phase locked loop (DPLL) can
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tune the frequency quickly to avoid a timing error. Studies
have shown that fast DPLL is able to turn down 7% of
peak frequency in several cycles [14]. The CPM circuits and
DPLL changes add little penalty in processors, as shown in
[14], only 0.046 mm2 of silicon.

A performance monitor is adopted to supervise the work-
ing frequency of the system periodically. When the frequen-
cy exceeds the upper threshold, it indicates voltage margin
is over-provisioned for this period of time. Then the voltage
regulator starts to decrease voltage level. When frequency
is lower than low bound, it indicates the supplied voltage is
insufficient and needs to be raised up. The voltage tuning
resolution is 6.25 mV, and it takes several micro-seconds to
complete the entire tuning process [14].

The working process of Swimming Lane is as follows.
The Swimming Lane predicts if threads are voltage-violent
or voltage-mild according to their performance counter in-
formation, using the solution in previous work [16]. Then
the threads are mapped to cores according to the violent-first
thread mapping strategy. During threads execution, CPM
senses the voltage variation and DPLL is triggered to reduce
working frequency if voltage emergency is about to occur.
The voltage regulator tunes voltage if the frequency of
system is lower than the preset values in a period of time.
In this way, Swimming Lane can smooth voltage emergen-
cies and alleviate performance penalty induced by voltage
emergencies as well.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use C Margin to represent the margin for common-
case voltage droop which assures system with no voltage
emergencies most of times. Compared to the solution using
worst-case margin (W Margin), the supply voltage can
be decreased for (| W Margin |- | C Margin |) mV.
In our experimental work, W Margin is set at -260mV and
the C Margin varies from 95 to 130mV with different
applications. The nominal voltage is 1.4V; thus, the voltage
is about 1.27V with C Margin. The power consumption
of the common-margin scheme is about 82% of the conser-
vative solution.
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When we use the common-margin scheme, voltage viola-
tions may occur in some cases, followed by rapid frequency
tuning. In this session, we validate the effectiveness of Swim-
ming Lane in eliminating voltage violations, alleviating the
worst voltage droop and reducing differentiation of voltage
margins across chip.

A. Voltage violation reduction in whole chip

Nine scientific applications in SPLASH-benchmark suit-
e are used in our simulations: barnes, cholesky,
conocean, fft, lu, radix, radiosity, water-nsq
and water-sp. Every application, invoking four threads,
has been executed for 1B instructions which are cut into
program slices of 1M cycles. Every sample selects 16 pro-
gram slices from four applications to build the start point of
workload. We build 100 samples from Splash2 benchmarks
to validate the effectiveness of Swimming Lane. To sim-
plify the discussion, we assumed that cores do not support
simultaneous multi-threading, so each core can run only one
thread at a time. Compared to the case that schedules threads
in the vertical stack, the Violent-first scheduling strategy can
reduce voltage violations by 40%.

B. Worst voltage droop in each layer

The following experimental results mainly focus on the
voltage-dominated workloads. The Swimming Lane can mit-
igate voltage violations in every layer and reduce the worst
voltage droop by 13%, as shown in Fig. 7. This is because it
makes voltage feature prediction for threads and proactively
schedules threads to minimize large voltage droops.

In addition to reducing voltage violations, this scheduling
method can reduce C Margin by 9%. Besides, it reduces
the gap of voltage droops inside one layer. The gap of the
voltage droop in layer0 was about 20mv; after scheduling,
the gap of layer0 was only 6mv.

C. Frequency boost

When we use the same supply voltage as the conservative
solution, the performance of Swimming Lane can be boosted
by utilizing additional voltage margin. Fig. 8 shows the
boosted frequency taken by several techniques. Assuming
a 1.5 voltage-to-frequency scaling factor [17][15], A% of
voltage increase would transfer to 1.5 ∗ A% of frequency
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increase. By allocating C Margin instead ofW Margin,
the frequency can be boosted up for 380MHz. When using
layer-independent design, the bottom layer can be boosted
up for 48MHz. Swimming Lane can boost frequency up for
96MHz for the bottom layer and 48MHz for the other layers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

3D integration technology is a promising solution to
improve performance and decrease power. However, it al-
so faces many challenges, such as power integrity, which
becomes more serious due to the long delivery path and
heavier load in 3D chips. This paper analyzes the impact of
application behaviors on voltage droop in 3D power delivery
network and proposes a hardware and software co-design
based on the observations. Results reveal that compared to
conservative margin solution, our scheme can save 18% of
power. In addition, our scheme can mitigate the worst-case
voltage droop and the number of voltage violations by 40%.
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